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Introduction

Kokku is a Helsinki based creative digital agency. Our heart 

beats to the rhythm of strategically driven graphic design, web 

development and marketing.

We create functional web sites, recognizable brands and better 

digital services. We will help you grow your business’s sales with a 

proper growth strategy and appropriate tools.
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Services

Strategy

- Workshops

- Goal setting

- Project architecture

- Brand attributes

- Buyer personas

- User journeys

- Prototyping

Design

- Graphic design

- UI-layouts

- Brand identity

- Visual communication

- Animation

- Illustration

- Interaction design

Web Development

- Tech plan

- Architecture

- Technical implementation

- Product testing & optimising

-Maintenance

- Support

Marketing & Growth

- Marketing strategy

- Content strategy

- Communication strategy

- HubSpot integration

- HubSpot implementation

- Google Analytics

- Google AdWords

We offer services listed below. We aspire to empower 

our clients and make them feel confident, delighted, 

impressed, special and successful.
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Target segment

Kokku Ltd. is a machine. The deals we take on feed and fuel this 

machine. If we feed Kokku good deals, Kokku will grow big and 

strong. Bad deals will frustrate the team and unnecessarily stress 

the machine. Just like with eating/avoiding junk food it requires 

a lot of discipline to only take on “Dream Deals” no matter how 

tempting junk deals may be. This framework gives an idea of what 

we should aim for in terms of Dream Deals.
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Target segment

Creative Freedom

Depth

Experienced Buyer

The project should have room for ample creative freedom to feed the 

creative vices of the team. This is a core tenant in the DNA of Kokku.

Projects should have multiple parts ranging from design, to dev, to marketing. 

Ideally each new project has a layer of depth that is just outside the comfort 

zone of Kokku.

The clients who purchase projects from us shall have some level of 

experience in the given domain. Experienced clients make for an all around 

pleasant experience for both sides and ensure that the client actually values 

our product offering. At a minimum clients should have the right attitude and 

a willingness to learn.

Creative Freedom

Dream Deals

DepthExperienced Buyer
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Brand Narrative
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Vision

Establish Kokku as a major player in design 

and cultural development in Finland. 

Creating something beautiful, exciting & new 

by doing our own thing.
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Vision

We aim to be the best by creating unique and 

valued solutions together as a Kokku gang.
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Vision

We redefine digital.



Values

Stamp of Approval
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Values

Humble

Hardworking

Friendly

Agile

Ambitious

Supportive

Committed

Professional

Trusting

Appreciative

Reliable

Educated

Unique

Professional

Bold

Confident 

Delightful

Trustworthy

Service

ROI

Business

Solution

Friends

Empowering

Confident

Delighted 

Impressed

Special

Succesful

Here we explain and illustrate our values. Words can have many 

meanings, so we have given keywords that help interpret them.
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Quotes

“There are three responses to a piece of design – yes, no, and WOW! 

Wow is the one to aim for.”
- Milton Glaser

“Socrates said, “Know thyself.” I say, “Know thy users.” And guess 

what? They don’t think like you do.”
- Joshua Brewer

“I’ve never had a problem with a dumb client. There is no such thing 

as a bad client. Part of our job is to do good work and get the client 

to accept it.”
- Bob Gill

These are quotes that reflect our values and ideals, and communicates our 

brand ideology.
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What would their values be?

What would their ambitions be?
 

What would they do?
 

How and where would they move?
 

Kokku As a Person
We wish to humanise our company so one can understand 

the people and the vision that drive the business forward.

Above all they are humble and understand that true value is brought through 

commitment and an individualised service. They aim for uniqueness and empower 

their clients to achieve their maximum potential.

They aspire to become the best they can be and never under-achieve. They want to 

create something beautiful, exciting and new by doing their own thing as a cohesive 

group.

They are creative minds who never create for themselves, but emphatise and 

understand the users. They analyse and argue their opinions and never assume.

They are cool and urban. They go about with swagger, tongue in cheek but always 

focused. They mainly walk, but every now and then they jump on a bike or a long 

board.
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DNA

(values)

Approach

Touchpoints

Tone

Humble, Committed, 

Unique, Empowering 

& Individual service 

An educated hipster

Website, Social media, Presentations, 

Posters, Screens, Business cards etc.

A balance between professional, 

strategic, urban and cool.

Summary
We’ve illustrated our brand into main points you should consider 

when creating content.
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Brand Visuals
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Moodboard
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Logo
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Logo
The Kokku logo consists of a wordmark and the rooster illustration. 

The wordmark can be used by itself but the illustration must be 

used with the wordmark. In extreme cases the wordmark can be 

made by typing “kokku” with Fabrik Bold.
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Logo guidelines
Here are the guidelines to follow when using the Kokku logo. Always try to 

place the logo on a plain background. For light backgrounds use the primary 

colour (black), and for dark backgrounds use the alternative colour (white). 

Main point is to maintain legibility.

Wordmark:

Half of the letter O in every direction. Illustration + wordmark:

Top and bottom: The letter O 

Sides: Half of the letter O in every direction.

100px min width.
170px min width.
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Primary Logos

Secondary Logo

A more informal logo to be used in 

a more relaxed context. eg. merch, 

social media etc.





Rich Blue
#515fa9

R: 81 G: 95 B: 169 
C: 78 M: 69 Y: 1 K: 0

Dust Storm
#ebd4cb

R: 235 G: 212 B: 203 
C: 6 M: 16 Y: 16 K: 0

Secondary SecondaryBrand 

Colours

Nero
#1a1a1a

R: 26 G: 26 B: 26
C: 73 M: 67 Y: 65 K: 78

Primary

Kokku uses Nero 

and White primarily, 

both can be used as 

a background. The 

three secondary 

colours are used 

to bring a splash 

of colour to the 

scheme. These 

colours represent 

freshness, young 

energy, a rooster 

and technology. N.B. 

White text on “Nero” 

and “Rich Blue”.

White
#ffffff

R: 255 G: 255 B: 255
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0

Primary

Cream Can
#f7cd64

R: 247 G: 205 B: 100 
C: 3 M: 18 Y: 72 K: 0

Secondary

Sunglo
#e26360

R: 229 G: 99 B: 96 
C: 6 M: 76 Y: 58 K: 0

Secondary

UI & Graphic DesignBackground & Copy Background & Copy UX & Strategy Development Marketing & Growth
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Typography
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Typography

Headers:

“I’ll be back.”
Fabrik Bold

52px / Leading 78px

Sub-headers:

“Hasta la vista, baby.”
Fabrik Bold

32px / Leading 48px 

Body text:

“Based on your pupil dilation, skin temperature, and 

motor functions, I calculate an 83% probability that 

you will not pull the trigger.”

Moderat Regular

20px / Leading 30px

Accent:

“Come with me if you want to live!”

Permanent Marker Regular

20px
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Kokku
Example sub-header

Viduciis aut aut minimolor ratem. Beaqui 

di soluptas dunto eatem que plab intisim 

secaera esciate mporem nus. Gendignis 

nobitat endeliquam, utemquia erferes 

tenecerum, corehen imaio. Et que vellant, 

offic tem eos ma doluptatia verspediciis 

aperum de quo in consed magnat pedite 

officiistem excerrum consequam veligen.

Typography example
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Tagline
Kokku has a tagline “we dig design”. It represents our relaxed attitude 

towards what we do, and we do what we love. Work can be stressful, but 

why create more stress with unnecessary seriousness. The tagline should be 

used with Fabrik Bold, following the brand’s typography guidelines.

we dig design
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Imagery
Kokku imagery should communicate people, urban lifestyle, 

technology and design. We have built an image bank that can be 

used for branded experiences.
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Iconography

Kokku has a set of custom made icons to add a delightful and 

light-hearted effect on our branded print and digital materials 

such as presentations, website and posters. These can be used in 

both black and white.

BEANS
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Emojis
We use emojis to illustrate service specific deliverables. They are 

designed to bring recognisable and timely imagery to our brand. 

We specialise in platforms where messaging is often enforced 

with emojis, so we wanted to utilise them in our communications.

🕹 

🚶 

🗺 

🌐 

📋 

💸 

📆 

🔬 

🚴

🤓

🏆 

👪 

🎤 

🔍 

📚 

� 

✏ 

🖍

🍎

💑

🕺 

💡 

💻 

🤩 

📲 

🏕 

🖥

📱 

🌪 

🏡

Clickable prototypes

User Journeys

Sitemap

Wireframes

Feature List

Buyer Journey

Project Plan & Schedule

Benchmark Analysis & Research

Sprint Workshop

User Interviews & Personas

Defined Project targets

Buyer Personas

Brand Narrative

Benchmark Analysis & SEO

Brand & Visual Guidelines

Moodboards

Illustrations

UI Layouts

Logo Designs

Website Interactions & Effects

Animations

Tech Plan

Tools

CMS

Integrations

Development environment

CMS Development

Application Development

CI/CD Pipeline

Staging Environment
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Emojis

✅ 

💥 

😎 

🙌 

🏰⚙

⚙️

🔒

💪

📈

👩💻

🎯

🏷

🤖

🔖

🔗

📊

📜

🔑

📯

⌨

⌨️

💶

🚦

📩

💯

👩🎓

Review Actions

Launch Process

Full product

On-boarding Workshop

Production Environment

Hosting Services

Back ups & Security

Continued Support

Growth Workshop

Content Strategy

Re-Marketing strategies

Google Tag Manager installation

Facebook Pixel Integration

HubSpot License

HubSpot Integration

Dashboard Set-ups

KPI Reporting

Keyword Research 

CTA Optimisation

A/B Testing

Google AdWords

Conversion Path Building

Automatic Workflows 

Email Sequences

Lead Scoring

Smart Marketing Content

All other emojis can be used in 

written content to lighten up the 

message.
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Thank you!

Live long and prosper.




